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Ice cream and frozen novelties eked out dollar sales growth
of 10% from 2010-15 (zero growth when adjusted for
inflation). The mature category remains popular with
consumers; 90% of respondents to Mintel’s custom
consumer survey purchased frozen treats in a store in the
past six months.

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Sales of frozen treats sluggish
Health plays a role in purchase, but consumers still want a treat

Recent listeria-related product recalls are not expected to hamper this engagement. Gelato and dairy
alternatives appear as bright spots for the category, while frozen yogurt’s popularity is on the decline.
Whereas health plays a role in category participation, consumers turn to frozen treats as an indulgence,
meaning balancing permissibility with enjoyment will be necessary.
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Sweet satisfaction and snackability lead reasons for purchase
Non-dairy meets interests as well as needs
Frozen novelties may suffer from being pigeonholed for kids
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Millennials, Hispanics, parents show interest in smaller parts of the market
Figure 17: Frozen treat purchase at a supermarket, convenience store, or other store, by generation, April 2015
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Reasons for Purchase
Sweet satisfaction and snackability lead reasons for purchase
Figure 24: Reasons for purchase, by generation, April 2015
Shake positioning may be a cool move
Figure 25: Reasons for purchase (use), by generation, April 2015

Frozen Treat Traits
Single-flavor varieties rule
Figure 26: Frozen treat traits, April 2015
Customization and international flavors can match interests of key purchase groups
Figure 27: Statements related to frozen treats (flavor), by generation, March 2015
Local ingredients can be a consideration for future product development
Figure 28: Statements related to frozen treats (local ingredients), by generation, March 2015
Non-dairy meets interests as well as needs
Figure 29: Reasons for choosing non-dairy, April 2015
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Frozen novelties may suffer from being pigeonholed for kids
Figure 30: Correspondence Analysis – Characteristics associated with frozen treats, April 2015
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Figure 65: Sherbet, sorbet, ices launches, by top 10 flavors, 2010-15*
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